
APPENDIX 

QUESTIONNAIRE - TEACHERS 

Dotazník můžete vyplnit v češtině. 

EVALUATING textbook Maturita Solutions – intermediate / pre-intermediate  - please note which book you use.  

1. The textbook is full of communicative activities – grammar games a role playing – is there enough activities 

for your teaching?:  

 Yes I like them very much and I make use of it all the time. 

 Sometimes I must think of some extra activity or role playing. 

 I do not really use them – it´s too demanding for my students 

2. How often do you use them? –  

In every lesson – as a warm up and as a main activity as well 

Every second lesson – as a warm up and every now and then as a main activity 

Time to time – I skip them often and almost never use it as a main activity 

Almost never 

OTHER COMMENT to the activities in the book:  

 

MY EXPERIENCE:  

1. Do you have some experience with drama activities as a teaching technique? 

2. Do you use drama activities in your class?  

 Breathing ad relaxation exercises 

 Non-verbal exercises 

 Moving 

 Miming the words 

 Miming a story 

 Listen and do/listen and draw - descriptions 

 Discussions 

 Situational role playing – dialogues 

 Role playing dialogues – acting in front of the class 

 Being someone else – role playing a different character 

 Improvisation 

 Giving presentations in front of the class 

 Choral reading 

 Chant 

 Singing 

 



ROLE PLAY: Role play is a commonly used technique; do you use it in your class, how often? 

Not at all   --    yes but it´s rather time consuming   –-    yes, time to time, I would like to use them more    –-     

yes I use it often and I like it very much 

If you do not use it – WHY? :  

 

YOUR STUDENTS: 

1.  in your opinion, you students ENJOY or NOT any drama activities, role playing, improvisation ? 

Yes, they are willing to do it and they welcome such activities 

Rather Yes, but it is difficult to make them start doing anything 

Rather not – they do not like to speak or show anything in front of the others 

Not at all – they get bored of it quickly, they think it is useless.  

 

EXPECTATIONS:  

1. What do you expect from some extra drama activities, role playing and improvising incorporated in your 

class – teaching MATURITA SOLUTION? 

( Concerning the atmosphere in the class, the relationships, the communicative skills...etc.) 

 

 

OTHER COMMENTS: 

Dotazník pro studenty:  

Věk:....... 

Anglicky se učím ........let 

Obecně : Anglicky ( nebo jiný cizí jazy ) se učím proto abych .............................................................. 

1. Tyto aktivity pro mě byly? Napiště 5 přídavných jmen 

1................................2..............................3...................................4..................................5................ 

2. Znáte tento způsob aktivit? Zaškrtněte -  

- ano – často takto pracujeme 

- ano -  ale pracujeme takto málo 

- ne, tímto způsobem jsem pracoval/la  poprvé  

3. chtěl/chtěla bych tyto aktivity více zařadit do výuky – chybí mi ve výuce? 



............................................................................................................................ 

Patří tyto aktivity POUZE do dramatického kroužku? ……………..  

4. Při těchto aktivitách jsem  / jsem se  více než obvykle– 3 – 5 sloves 

1......................................2.......................................3....................................... 

5. Při těchto aktivitách jsem / jsem se méně než obvykle– 3- 5 sloves 

1.......................................2...........................................3........................................... 

6. tento zážitek byl pro mě : 1 -3 slova .................................. 

7. myslím, že bych se takto naučil anglicky:   

ano - proč ………………………………………………- ne - proč…………………………..………………. 

 

Dotazník 2 pro učitele:  

Věk:....... 

Anglicky učím ........let 

1. Tyto aktivity pro mě byly? Napiště 5 přídavných jmen 

1................................2..............................3...................................4..................................5................ 

2. Znáte tento způsob aktivit? Zaškrtněte -  

- ano – často takto pracujeme 

- ano -  ale pracujeme takto málo 

- ne, tímto způsobem jsem pracoval/la  poprvé  

3. chtěl/chtěla bych tyto aktivity více zařadit do své výuky – chybí mi ve výuce? 

............................................................................................................................ 

Patří tyto aktivity POUZE do dramatického kroužku? ……………..  

4. Při těchto aktivitách mí žáci více než obvykle– 3 – 5 sloves 

1......................................2.......................................3....................................... 

5. Při těchto aktivitách mí žáci méně než obvykle– 3- 5 sloves 

1.......................................2...........................................3........................................... 

6. tento zážitek byl pro mě : 1 -3 slova .................................. 

7. myslím, že bych se mí žáci takto naučili anglicky:   

ano - proč ………………………………………………- ne - proč…………………………..………………. 



UNIT 1 ON CAMERA  

FOCUS: CULTURE – STEREOTYPES  
AIM: Grammar: students practise the use of present simple and present continuous 
tenses; Vocabulary of clothes and fashion and adjectives describing people. 
 
1. Warm up: ALL THE PEOPLE WHO...  
Aim: drama: to make contact in the group – cooperation, relax, warm up the body 
Language: listening 
Time: 4min 
Procedure:  
All the students follow the T´s instructions. 

 STEP: to get to know the space of the class, the whole group stands up and fills the space in the class. 
Everybody stand so each person has enough space around and they can move and mingle more or less 
freely. T decides and shows what the front, the back and the centre of the space/class is. T gives the 
orders and the students must react as quickly as they can. 

 Possible orders: 
 
All the people who are wearing black jeans move to the front and make a row. 
All the people who are wearing white socks move to the back of the room. 
All the people who are wearing skirts move to the middle of the class and jump. 
Make a row so the colours of your tops are arranged from the darkest to the lightest. 
All the people who wore pyjamas yesterday say HELLO. 
All the people with long sleeves go to left corner and shake hands 
Etc. 
 

2. Warm up – WHAT ARE YOU DOING?   
Aim: drama - miming- cooperation in pairs.  
Language: present tenses contrast, present continuous  
Time: 8min 
Procedure:  

 Students are standing in a circle. One student goes to the middle and starts doing some movement, 
for ex. As if he was cleaning the floor.  

 Another person comes, starts imitating the same movements and asks: Are you cleaning the floor?  

 And the first replies with some completely illogical answer: No, I am flying. But he/she must continue 
doing the first movement which was cleaning the floor.  

 The second person then takes the second movement (flying) and starts doing it, third person comes. 
Etc 

 

3. ACTIVITY:  DIFFERENT TOWNS  
Aim:  drama – show more emotions and attention to other, spontaneity, improvisation 
Language: present simple, adjectives. 
Time: 
 Preparation: Make up some names of fictive towns (students can make their own names) which will clearly 
suggest the character of its inhabitants. Write them on the board and ask the student which adjectives they can 
see and ask them to explain or show a modest person, a mean person, etc. 
Modestfield- modest 
Meantown – mean 
Lazy York – Lazy 
Happyngham – Happy 
Serioushire – serious 
Quieton – quiet 
LoudPort – loud 



Welcomeshire – welcoming 
Reservecton  - reserved 
Rudeland - rude 
Angryncton -angry 
Fearport-faerful 
 
1.STEP: WALKING: 2min  

 Instructions: walking in the space, concentrate on the walking, body straight, relax, look straight 
forward, neutral behaviour, respect the rhythm of the others.  

2.STEP: FREEZE: 3min 

 On a clap or a whistle from the teacher, all the class must FREEZE, there is no movement and absolute 
silence. The class becomes one big statue.  

 On a second clap they start walking again, but they start all together. It is important to feel the whole 
group and move as one. This is the basic exercise which must be clear for everyone. 

3.STEP: MEET YOUR NEIGHBOUR:  4min 

 Students keep walking, on a signal - the teacher shouts a name of the town they are in – “We are in 
Rudeland.”  the whole class starts behaving and interacting as the inhabitants, neighbours, people 
who know each other very well (shaking hands, small talk, exchange two or three sentences and 
continue.)  

 First try  neutral: people from Prague for ex.– and then the made up towns. In Modestfield the people 
are going to be very modest. In Lazy York they are all very lazy. Each town lasts for cca 30s then walk 
neutrally again.  

 
Variation in groups of three: one student tells the other two a name of one town and they improvise a short 
interaction between the inhabitants of the town.  
 
4. STEP: MAY BE IT´S BECAUSE ..: 5min 

 Work in groups of three. 

 Two decide about a town they come from and start acting, showing some distinctive feature. ( for ex: 
Angryncton – they are angry at each other)  

 The third one tries to guess what is the typical feature they are showing and when he/she is sure says: 
Why are you so:.. angry?  

 The other two reply together: May be it´s because we are from Angryncton. If they do not guess 
correctly, the two must say BUT WE ARE NOT ANGRY .. 

 
5. STEP:  ASSOCIATONS- ANGRY AS.. 5min  

 In the same groups - The third person must think of some situations typically connected to the 
adjective  

 “You are angry as ...”– as when you lose an important match. You are angry as if you broke your 
favourite pen. 

 
Note: you can make it whole group activity – one turns back to the class, the class decides on the adjective and 
when the one turns all the people behave that way and he or she must guess the adjective. 
 
Note: in a big group that is not used to work this way, students get very excited and they lose concentration. It 
is better to work in smaller groups first.  
 

2. ACTIVITY: A BUS FULL OF ENGLISH 
Aim: to discuss the stereotypical behaviour of some countries, describing and improvisation 
Language: formal and informal 
Time: 30min 
Before the activity give the students time to prepare it.  
 
1. STEP: pre-teach for the next exercise – DISCUSSION - how it is with real countries. Teacher can prepare some 
typical features and let the students guess to which country they belong 



 French: the baguette, the croissant, the songs – Edit Piaf, romance in Paris, patriotic-revolutionaries, 
coco Chanel,  

 English: reserve, politeness, black humour-Monty Piton, the queen- the monarchy, style and fashion, 
music, tea,  

 Italian: loud, smiling, showing emotions, angry, hugging, kissing each other when they meet, art, old 
history, coffee, pizza 

 American: open minded, smiley, loud, they know their rights, freedom, hamburgers, Coca-Cola, 
Hollywood,  

 Czech: ... 
2. STEP: 10- 15min 

  Work in groups of three and discuss the typical behaviour and features of countries they come from – 
first they are going to show it and describe it. Two mime / act and the third is talking- describing. The 
class must guess, where they come from, make sure they reveal their guesses only at the end.  

  

Instructions:  

1. Decide the country you are from 

2. Brainstorm any things about culture, history, geography, or food and typical behaviour of the natives. 

3. two are the inhabitants of the country and one is the expert on stereotypes. Decide what are you going to 

do to show as many of the features of your country. You can show several different situations. The expert is 

describing the action, but DON´T SAY the name of the country. Only say, for ex: as you can see we like sleeping 

in the afternoon.  

Decide: Who are you, where are you, what are you doing at the moment, what you like, what you don´t  like, 

and so on. 

 

 
Procedure:  
Setting: there is a bus and one student is a bus driver.  
The class is divided into 4 groups – English, French, Italians and Americans.  
Students get on the bus in their small groups, each group represents a country.  
As they get on the bus they say to the driver – Hello, to London please. The driver reacts and replies as an 
Englishman and they get on and travel for a while until another group of passengers wants to get in. Hello to 
Rome please. The driver replies as an Italian bus driver and all the travellers as well become Italians, they 
change their characters and act in that way until another group of passengers stops the bus and gets in. Hello 
to Washington DC, please. They become Americans, and so on. 
 
Order: England, Italy, America and France...possibly Czech Rep.  
 
When all the class is on the bus they get off again group by group and as some country gets off, the rest 
changes the nationality respecting the order of countries that followed. France, America, Italy, England.  

 

Students must pay attention and change their characters until the last English get off.  
They speak English all the time but they should show some typical features of the inhabitants of these 
countries. 
 

 

 



 
 

UNIT 1 ON A CAMERA 

FOCUS: EVERYDAY ENGLISH – I can describe the people in a photo to someone p.10 
AIM: students learn how to describe a photo and how to talk about an event in a photo 
 

Warm up:   WALKING and PHOTOS: 
Aim:  drama – warm up, rhythm, concentration, contact as a group  
Language: listening, speaking, present simple, orders 
Time: 10min 
 
1. STEP : WALKING Teacher: “BODY: walk in all directions, filling up the empty spaces, walk naturally, back 
straight, look forward, concentrate on the rhythm of the others.”  
 
2. STEP: GIVING THE SETTING: “I am going to describe some setting in detail, I will say where you are, what you 
are doing, what is happening at the moment. You listen and behave according to the description. I will count to 
three. On ONE you start creating the best position for the photo and on THREE you FREEZE and look in one 
direction as if you were in a photo. “Give the setting 

1 
and after three take the photo. 

 
3. STEP: SECOND PHOTO Ask one student to step out of the picture to take a second photo, but now arranged 
according to him or her. He or she makes some changes and takes the photo. 
After that the students continue walking and another setting is prepared. 
1
The directions for the possible settings: 

1. “We are at a party. You are friends, you know each other well and you are holding glasses or some plates 
with something to eat. It´s Lucka´s (a girl from the class) birthday and somebody is giving her a huge cake with 
lots of candles. So Lucka is going to be in the middle of the picture. I will take a photo NOW!” 
2. “We are at a wedding Roman and Viky are getting married. All the family is there, they are about to say YES, 
the people around are watching. And I take the photo NOW” 
3.” We are in front of the school, it´s the afternoon and people are deciding what to do next. Petr has got an 
idea to go to the nearby pub. There are people who want to go and people who don´t have time. And I am 
taking the photo now”  
 

ACTIVITY: BRING PICTURE TO LIFE  
Preparation: Teacher provides the students with several pictures of different situations. 
Aim: drama – talking about the characters and the setting, role play dialogue 
Language – present simple, prepositions, speaking, listening 
Time: 30min 
 
STEP 1: PICTURE:  

 Divide the class into small groups. Distribute the pictures to each group.  

 They will talk about the pictures in details. One or all of them are closely related to the people in the 
picture. They decide on the setting, relationships of the people in the picture and about the situation – 
what is happening.  

 They talk about each person in the picture, about the age of the person, his/her profession, is he/she 
married or divorced, what the relationships between them are, what the situation is, what is going on 
in the picture, what is the possible conversation between them.  

 Prepare a dialogue about the picture – one is asking questions and the other responding or all of them 
are remembering the situation. 

Note: make sure the student prepare all the details well and tell them that in the end they are going to act out 
a dialogue – talking about the picture. 
 
STEP 2:  

 One student is going to describe their picture.  



 
 

 He or she is standing back to the class, not looking. He or she chooses the number of people he/she 
needs and says what they are doing, in what position they stand, what their expressions are, etc. In 
the end he/she can turn, make some last changes.  

 The students who describe use the prepositions: at the back, at the front, on the left, next to, opposite. 
Structure: there is / there are..present continuous 
 

STEP 3:  

 The whole group which talked about the picture now becomes DIRECTORS.  

 They give detailed directions of the situation to the people standing frozen in the positions of the 
picture: you are smiling because...or arguing about...., drinking a morning coffee while it is raining 
outside or wine during a party. The expressions of the people involved should be much more 
emotional, it is not only about the positioning in the frame.  
 

STEP 4:   

 Students role play the dialogue they have prepared – talking about the photo.  
 

STEP 5:  

 Students, in the picture, are asked to bring the picture to life. Students IMPROVISE an interaction of 
the people in the picture.  

 When the director of the picture claps his/her hands they start speaking and moving naturally for 
about 30s (or as they wish) so the rest can see what followed after the situation of the picture.  

Ex: If it was a birthday party they can end up blowing the candles on a cake and clap their hands. If they were 
arguing about something they can end up by reconciliation. The directors can tell them what to do, how they 
wish them to act. 
 
 

Pictures: 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT 2 MEMORIES 

FOCUS: CULTURE: REMEMBERING THE PAST - I can discuss the significance of important 
days. 
AIM: students practise the opposite adjectives and the past tenses, feelings, -ed/-ing 
adjectives, past tense contrast, used to, describing memories, discussing important days 
 

1. Warm up: OPPOSITES 
Aims: pair work 
Grammar: adjectives prefixes: un-, dis-, in-, im- , il-  and ir- 
Time: 2min 

Students work in pairs. One student is always positive and the other is always negative. They prepare the 

opposite sentences.  

My mom is very patient. Is yours?  - no, my mom is very impatient.   
My bedroom is very tidy. Is yours? – no, my room is usually very untidy. 
Legible – illegible, organised – unorganised, regular- irregular, sensitive- insensitive.  
 
2. Warm up: WHAT DO YOU THINK I WAS DOING  
Aims: improvisation, miming, past tenses 
Time: 4min 
 
Students stay in a circle, one goes to the middle and one starts doing some movement: brushing his/ her teeth, 

after some moment he or she asks:  What do you think I was doing? 

Variations: another person claps his hands, stops the action and says when you were brushing your teeth I came 

and I took your brush away. Then he/she starts another action until a third person stops him buy clapping his 

hands. 

What were you doing when I came in/stopped you? 

When you stopped me I was brushing my teeth 

3. Warm up: YES NO 
Aims: work in pairs 
Grammar: past tense 
Time: 2min  
In pairs: one asks questions about what did the other do yesterday, trying to ask only questions on which the 
other will say YES. When the other says NO, they exchange. 
 
Activity: I DON’T LIKE MY LIFE!  
Aims: group work, character-building activity, negotiating, role playing 

Grammar : USED TO BE.. 

10min 

Procedure:  

 Students are given a card with the picture of a character (a monk, a rich lady, a housewife, a tramp, 
etc.) or with the name of a famous person (politician, actor, singer, etc.)  

 They have to imagine their life being that person and all the advantages that come with it, but they 
cannot keep their character and they have to swap lives with somebody else in the group. To do so, 
they have to convince the other person to take the new life that is being offered to them by talking 
about the good qualities that they have found in their character. Students mill around looking for a 
new life… (role-playing).  



 
 

 Once everybody has found a new life they will tell the rest of the group who they used to be, and what 
they are now, their future plans, etc.  

 

Activity: OPTIMISTS PESTIMISTS 

Aims: role playing, discussing,  

Time: 15min 

Warm up: Discuss the questions of ex.6/p.16. Say if you agree or disagree with the sentences of exercise 4. 

Other possible topics to discuss: 

Mother´s day, father´s day, the Velvet Revolution, the end of war, the Valentine´s day, etc... 

Procedure:  

 the class is divided into two groups. Students adopt conflicting attitudes to a topic. There are two 
groups of students. One group agrees with the importance of some celebrated days and the other 
strongly disagrees.  

 Group A are always optimistic and group B are always very pessimistic. (They might think of and train 
some optimistic and pessimistic attitudes before. ) 

 Teacher gives the role cards with the attitude and the beginning of the sentences to each of the 
students on a slip of paper and the students must ALWAYS start the speech with the same 
words...(they might pass the papers around, so they exchange the sentences) 

 One student from the optimists says aloud his/ her opinion on the topic from exercise 6,p.16 – I think 
it is important to remember soldiers who died fighting for our country, because...And the others react. 
 

You are an optimist, you always approve of what the 

others say and always start with:  oh yes, I think, it´s 

very important to remember, ... 

You are an optimist, you always approve of what the 

others say and always start with:  oh yes, we should 

...,  

 

You are a pessimist, you disapprove of what the 

others say and always start with:  

oh no, I don´t agree with him because ....,  

 

You are a pessimist, you disapprove of what the 

others say and always start with:  

oh no, I cannot agree with.... ,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT 2 MEMORIES 

FOCUS: EVERYDAY ENGLISH: NARRATING EVENTS - I can describe and react to a story  
AIM : student practice the story telling and the –ed/-ing adjectives. 
 

Warm up: BECAUSE 
Aim: Pair work, telling a story  
Grammar: past tense 
Time: 4min 

 One student starts telling a simple story for ex. Last time he/she went shopping or went home from 

school.  

 His/her partner can stop him/her at any time saying BECAUSE and the speaker must explain.  

 Ex: A: I went out. B: because? A: because I needed to buy a bread and when I got in front of the shop I 

realised that I didn´t have money. B: Because? A: I must have forgotten it at home, so...  

 

Variation: Exclamatory sentences: Students change the partners and retell their story again. Now their partner 

must interrupt the story by many exclamatory sentences. Use sentences from p.111.  

Activity: RETELLING A STORY 

Aim: telling a story 

Grammar: word order, all tenses 
Time: 10min 
 
Procedure: each student is given an expression on a slip of paper,  

At first first after that  a few minutes later 

then, next later on after a few minutes 

Finally in the end   

 

 The whole class then tells a story ( each student one sentence) but each student must say only one 

sentence starting with his/her expression. Students stand in a row or according to their expressions. - 

Begining (at first ) – middle( after that, a few minutes ago, then, next, later on..) – end ( finally, in the 

end)  

 You can divide the class into smaller groups as well. 

 Explain that in each narrating there must be some setting of characters and place, some interesting 

conflict or situation or a problem and final outcome, ending. Students can make longer, complex 

sentences. 

Follow up: STORY A-B-C 

Make four groups of at least 3 people. Each group will tell a story about a given topic:  a birthday, a journey, a 

holiday, and your first day at school. They respect these instructions: 

A tells a story of his/her birthday to B then B retells the same story to C then C retells the same story to A and 

see if it is still the same story. Then they change groups and topics and the order B becomes A, C is B and A is C.  



 
 

Follow up: Each group tells their story to the rest of the class. One of the students  - A- tries to retell the story 

but the others keep interrupting with many details (how embarrassing the situation was, or how the story teller 

felt like or looked like) even not really significant, as to show that they know the story better,  deliberately 

taking the word to continue, but A must stick to the original story.  

Ex:  

A: I dropped all my books as I was going into the class.  

B: it was really embarrassing.  

A: yes and then I became picking them up  

B: no, first you looked at all the people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT 3 NINE TO FIVE  

FOCUS: CULTURE: WORKING ABROAD - : I can discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 

working abroad  

AIM: Vocabulary : jobs, places of work. Grammar - defining relative clauses, non- defining 

relative clauses. Language: discussing working abroad, job interview 

 
1. Warm up: WALKING 
Aim: to warm up the body, pay attention to body parts and the movements you can do with it, simple miming, 
get to know how to express simple actions 
Language: only listening 
Time: 6min 
 
STEP1:  

 Explanation of the work with the space. Explain what the space for the acting is. What is the back, 
what is the front, what is the centre – as in a theatre.  

 Tell the students to go into the back of the “stage” then to the front, stay in the middle.  

 And finally stand so the whole class is spread more or less in the whole class- stage-space.  

 Tell them that when they do the walking exercise they must keep the same distances, always filling up 
all the space, not leaving any empty spaces.  

STEP2: 

 All the students walk freely and naturally, feeling the body, and each step, back straight, looking 
straight ahead. They walk individually, they mingle, going in all directions, trying to fill up the empty 
spaces.  

 Give them the setting – situation and student will walk with respect to those instructions.  
Instructions:  
1. Walk naturally as on the street.  
2. Now walk as if in the morning when you don´t want to wake up – go slowly;  
3. Now you are in love with your classmate - go quickly and lightly-looking at distance as if wishing to see 
him/her 
 4. Now you are busy and stressed because of some exam so walk quickly,  
5. Now you are after the working day so you are tired and your legs are very heavy, so walk slowly and show 
tiredness;  
6. And naturally again. 
 
2. Warm up: MIMING DIFFERENT JOBS 
Aim: to get familiar with some jobs and the routines, attention is still on the body movements and miming, 
associations 
Language: present simple,  
Time: 5min 

 Continue working with the whole class spread in the class. The students are going to walk or act out a 
simple pantomime, of jobs that the teacher will tell them. They do it individually but at the same time, 
all together.  

Instructions:  
STEP 1:  

 Walk as a .........giving to it a feature: a policeman walking in the street, writing down a car number of a 
wrongly parked car, etc. 

 Possible jobs: policeman, nurse, doctor, manager, artist, student, teacher, builder, cleaner, secretary, 
IT, hairdresser, cook,  

STEP 2:  

 When the students get familiar with what they are doing; ask them to walk naturally again, and then 
ask them to think of a job and start miming it, on your signal they freeze and one by one they will say 
WHO THEY ARE and what they are doing. 

 For ex: I am a doctor in a hospital, giving an operation.  



 
 

 
3. Warm up: COMPLET THE FRAME – I am – I take / JOBS 
Aim: imagination, improvisation, cooperation 
Time: 5min 

 The class stands in a circle and one person goes into the middle – he or she stands in some position 
and says who he/she is (some job) – then two people come and add something or someone to 
complete the situation, the picture. 

 Example of a situation  
A: I am a cleaner - B: I am her broom. - C: I am the dust around 
A: I am a doctor, B: I am his white coat, C: I am his experience.  

 

ACTIVITY: LOOKING FOR A JOB? 
Aim: presenting the advantages and disadvantages of some working place. Giving presentation, improvising. 
Deciding on a better place to work.  
Language: all tenses 
Time: 15-20min 
Procedure:  

 Divide the class into 4 groups. 2 groups are going to perform and 2 groups are going to watch. Each 
group performs its advertising or testimony. The rest of the class is watching and then they decide 
which company is better, which company they would choose. Afterwards the other groups perform.  

 Each of the two groups must decide on a working place and working opportunities-advertisements.  

 They write down a name of a company, the main occupation or the product and working conditions of 
the employees they are looking for.  

 Each group selects one member and sends it to the opposite team – he or she will be the unhappy 
employee. 

 Each member of a group is given a role card - a director, an advertising agent and the employees. The 
director of the company is the main representative and presents his company. There is an agent for 
advertising who persuades the class about the advantages of working in that company. The rest are 
the employees who talk about their positive or negative experience in that place. One is a former 
employee who remembers the happy times in that company. One is an unhappy employee who was 
not satisfied at all for several reasons. 

 

ROLE CARDS:  

DIRECTOR : 

You are the director of the company. You present 

your company, the place of work, the main product 

and working conditions. 

 

HR agent : 

You are the advertising agent of HR department of 

your company. Your task is to attract attention of 

potential new employees, to explain who you are 

looking for and give all the advantages of the working 

place. 

 

CURRENT EMPLOYEE : 

You are a current employee of the company. You 

have nothing to complain about. You talk about your 

usual daily duties, may be say if this position met your 

expectations and what do you want to do next, but 

you don´t want much from life, you are satisfied. 

 

HAPPY EMPLOYEE  

You are a former employee who remembers the 

happy times in your company. You spent many years 

there and you really enjoyed it. You met some good 

friends there and your bosses were always great. You 

earned enough money in the end so you can live on a 

fine rent in a family house now.  



 
 

 

UNHAPPY EMPLOYEE: 

You are an unhappy employee who lost the job after 

losing nerves and having an argument with your boss 

about the quality of the product and the conditions of 

work. Say why you weren´t satisfied, what was the 

argument about and what do you want to do next.  

 

 

  

 

Each group performs its advertising or testimony. The rest of the class is watching and then they decide which 

company is better, which company they would choose. Afterwards the other groups perform.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT 3 NINE TO FIVE  

FOCUS: EVERYDAY ENGLISH - A job interview 
AIM: I can ask and answer at a job interview 
 
1. Warm up : ASSOCIATIONS  
Aim: vocabulary revision 
Time: 3min 

 work in pairs: One says a job the others starts saying words connected to that type of job: a doctor : 
white coat, hospital, blood, danger, responsibility... 

 when he/she runs out of words the other continues until they both cannot think of anything.  

 The second starts with another job then. 
2.Warm up: WHO OR WHAT ARE YOU?  
Aim: body relaxation, group formation.  
Language: grammar defining relative clause, vocabulary jobs  
Time: 6min 

 All the students walk and move chaotically with their bodies and arms, doing all kinds of positions on a 
signal the FREEZE in any position and they can think of a job which could be connected to that position 
– each of them say the job and what is he doing at the moment – in the form of DEFINING RELATIVE 
CLAUSE  

 For ex: I am a doctor who has just cut the leg of his patient. I am the policeman who has just given a 
fine. Do it more times.. 

3. WARM UP: JOB CENTRE 
Aim: group work, guessing game 
Vocabulary:  jobs, presenting abilities 
Time: 6min 

 A student – job seeker - thinks of a job and says at least 4 of his or her qualities typical for the job.  

 The rest of the class is the job centre – they must find the best job for the person. By guessing what he 
or she has in mind. 

 For ex: Job seeker: I can write with all 10 fingers on a typing machine, I can make coffee and serve it 
very quickly, I am reliable and social. ..Job centre: would you like to work as a secretary? – Job seeker:  
yes I would like to become a secretary  

 
4. JOB INTERVIEW role play: 
Aim: character building, role playing, questioning, answering 
Language: formal 
Time: 30min   
Procedure: 

 you are going to distribute the role cards to your students. After the preparation they will role play the 
interviews. After that the employers will discuss whom they are going to employ. 

 Preparation: A) Employers: Get together and brainstorm questions to ask for the interview. Try to 
think of the character of such employer. 

 B) Job Seekers: Go over their character and find their strengths and weaknesses for the job.  

 It's a good idea to remind the students that although they cannot lie, they can emphasize their 
strengths and that they also don't have to say their weaknesses if they are not asked. 

 
Role cards:  

ADVERTISEMENT  

Waiter/waitress manager Wanted  
Are you an experienced WAITER - manager?  

Are you a hard-working, ambitious person, ready to be a Head waiter- manager in a famous Indian 
restaurant?  

If you answered yes to these questions, then you are in luck. Veerasvamy is seeking an experienced waiter-
manager to fill their position of Head waiter.  



 
 

All applicants must speak fluent English and Hindi and must have the right to work in Britain  
20pounds / hour plus tips 

 
The job interview: Role cards  

Employer Card  
You are the owner of an Indian Restaurant in London. 
You need to employ an experienced Indian Head 
waiter to work in your restaurant. The prerequisites 
for this position are:  
1) Must have at least 2 years’ experience as a 
manager because the person will be in charge of the 
whole restaurant.  
2) Must speak fluent English and Hindi.  
3) Must have some training in preparing and serving 
Indian food from a reputable hotel academy.  
4) Must be looking for a long-term position.  
5) Must be able to work in Britain.  
Desirable qualities (preferred but not essential) are:  
1) Should possess leadership qualities in character, 
experience in a leadership role desirable.  
2) Should have experience working in a Indian 
restaurant.  
3) Should be organised, efficient, punctual and hard-
working.  
4) Should be able to build good relationships with co-
workers 

Jobseeker 1 (Male)  
Your name is Sudheen Patel and you are an 
experienced Indian waiter. You are 55 years old. You 
have been living in London since you were ten and 
learnt to cook Indian food from your mother and then 
went to a prestigious hotel school in London. You 
used to own your own Indian restaurant in London's 
south side but you sold it, because you are getting 
older. You are hoping to retire in ten years. You speak 
English better than Hindi but still speak Hindi well. 
You are a British citizen.  
 

 

Jobseeker 2 (Female)  
Your name is Misha Rasya and you are 30. You are 
Indian and are in Britain on a 2 year work visa. You 
are from Bombay and worked in an Indian restaurant 
in Bombay for ten years before you came over to 
Britain. You studied Indian Cuisine and hotel 
management at the Dili Centre of tourism 
management. In the Indian restaurant, your job was 
junior waitress and you left the job because you want 
to be a Head Waitress. You are hoping to get a job in 
Britain so you can extend your visa and move to 
London permanently.  
 

Jobseeker 3 (Male)  
Your name is Peter McDonald and you are 35. You are 
a Canadian who has been fascinated with Indian food 
since teaching maths in India. You learnt to cook 
some Indian food formally in Toronto while studying 
the management of tourism and have worked in an 
Indian restaurant in Toronto for 5 years. For 2 of the 
5 years you were the Head Waiter there. You left the 
job however, because you had an argument with the 
restaurant owner over the menu. You decided to 
move to Britain because it is warmer and you want to 
work here for at least a year. You’re not sure if you 
are going to move permanently yet. You speak 
English as a first language and studied Hindi in India 
for two years.  
 

 

Jobseeker 4 (Female)  
Your name is Tina Kimash and you are a college 
graduate from hotel management specialised for 
tourism in Asia. You are 24. You are ambitious and 
want to work as a Head Waitress in an Indian 
restaurant but don't have experience. You worked at 
the Manchester Casino whilst at College as a kitchen 
hand for two years. You are an British citizen but you 
were born in India. You have moved to London from 
Manchester with your boyfriend for his job. You 
speak fluent Hindi and English. Your boss at the 
Casino praised your hard-work and dedication 

Jobseeker 5 (Male)  
Your name is Richa Patel and you are Indian. You are 
37 years old and have married an English woman. You 
have moved to Britain permanently. In India, you 
worked at a restaurant called 'The Outback' which is 
how you met your wife. You worked as a head waiter 
there for ten years and had good relationships with 
all of your co-workers. You speak fluent Hindi but 
your English is still not very good. You are taking 
English as a Second Language classes at London 
University and your wife helps you to study English. 
You studied management and Indian food at Dili 
tourism College and worked for two years in an 



 
 

Indian restaurant before getting the job as the Head 
Waiter at 'The Outback'  
 

 

Jobseeker 6 (Female)  
Your name is Anna King. You are an English from 
Liverpool. You are 31 years old. You’ve loved Indian 
food ever since you tried it at age ten and studied at 
the Bombay Academy for Chefs when you were 22. 
You hope to open your own Indian restaurant one 
day but are still saving up the money. You studied 
management of tourism as well. You worked as a 
Second Waiter in an Indian restaurant for 5 years and 
then as a Head waiter/manager in the same 
restaurant for 4 years. You left your job though when 
your husband and you decided to move to London to 
buy a house together. You are now looking for a job 
to save money to buy your own Korean restaurant. 
You speak English well but Hindi not so well. Still, you 
know all of the Indian food words perfectly and 
picked up a fair bit of Hindi whilst studying in 
Bombay. You are willing to study Hindi as a Second 
Language at London University.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT4 BODY AND MIND 

FOCUS: CULTURE: OBESITY AND DIET 
AIM: students discuss healthy and unhealthy life, practise the vocabulary of body parts 
and illnesses, talking about diet and lifestyle Grammar: past simple, present perfect.  
 
1. Warm up: ILLNESS 
Aim: discussion, vocabulary revision 
Time: 7min 

 Discuss with the whole class. Ask the students to think of some problems that are connected to parts 

of the body – give them some examples from the list bellow, then tell them that in pairs they are going 

to write down a list of physical and psychological problems or illnesses.  

Examples: Physical: Head – headache, feeling dizzy, eyes - short-sightedness, ears- deaf, middle ear 

inflammation, nose – blocked nose, backache, broken arm, stomack ache, chest infection, constipation, stroke, 

concussion, overweight, ... 

Psychological: depression, bad concentration, and allergy, feeling without energy, sleepy,...  

 Ask them what the terms healthy lifestyle and unhealthy lifestyle mean.  

 What do they do to live healthier? 

Unhealthy lifestyle: eating junk food, too much fat, too much sugar, no time for eating, stress, not enough 

exercise, sitting in front of the TV, computer....  

 What do you do to make your lifestyle healthier and happier? : for example: sleep 8h a day, wake up 

and do some exercise, have a big breakfast, walk more, don´t drink too much coke or coffee, don´t 

smoke, do some sport a few times a week...  

2. Warm up: ADVICE VALLEY 

Aim: giving advice, group work 

Time: 7min 

 The class stand in two rows opposite each other. They create a corridor. 

 One student goes through the corridor and says that he/she has some problem. For ex: I´ve got a 

headache. As he/she goes through the “valley” the students give advice. “You should drink some 

water, go home and get some sleep.”...etc. 

 Then another person goes in the middle with another problem and so on until all the people have 

spoken. 

Activity - UNHEALTHY LIFESTYLE – role play 

Aim: giving advice, talking about health problems 

Time: 25min 

Procedure: divide the class into 4 groups, each group receives the ROLE CARDS, so one is the EXPERT and the 

others are different people with different lifestyles and problems. Let the students read their cards and give 

them time to familiarise with their roles.  

Students come to see the expert into his OPEN CONFERENCE OF HEALTHY LIFESTYLE. They sit together and one 

by one tells what their problem is. The expert monitors a discussion which should come up with an advice to 

each of the clients. Each client should then have the information how to change his or her lifestyle. Afterwards 

the class shares the ideas. 

ROLE CARDS:   



 
 

You are a young businessman who has very stressed work. You often eat in fast food restaurants, you suffer 

from headaches (maybe because of the computer) and back aches quite often, but you take painkillers. You 

used to play volleyball but now you have no time, you don´t have even time for friends and feel quite down 

sometimes. Therefore you go out sometimes but would like to go more. Your favourite food is : .... 

You are a mother overweighed, who looks after kids and goes to work 3days a week. You work in a bakery. 

Don´t like sport much, but would like to start some meditation, just you seem to have no time for it. You live in 

a house and must clean it all the time. You would like to relax in the garden sometimes but you seem to spend 

much more time in front of the TV because you are too tired to think of something else. You order take away 

quite often. Your favourite food is:... 

You are student. You must study a lot. You have lots of stress, and you drink coffee a lot and you smoke. In the 

evening you like to meet up with friends in a bar to chat and relax but you often stay late. You don´t sleep 

enough then and you are more stressed. You go to play floor ball time to time and you feel a back ache and 

can´t breathe.  Your favourite food is:.... 

You want to become a masseur, ask the expert about the health risks. You don´t do any sport and you don´t 

seem to have really good immunity system as you are quite often ill and catch any illness very easily. 

You are the expert for HEALTHY LIFE STYLE. You organise an open group for people with different health or 

lifestyle problems. You lead the discussion, ask the others their opinions.  

Prepare question as: 

What do you eat? 

Where do you eat? 

How many times a day do you eat? 

Do you drink? 

How many hours a day do you sleep? 

Do you sleep well? 

Do you have some free time and what do you do in your free time? 

Do you exercise? How? How often?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT 4 BODY AND MIND 

FOCUS: Everyday English: AT THE DOCTOR´S 

AIM: students talk about the illnesses and practice describing the symptoms and 
treatments – speaking, group co-operation, vocabulary, giving advice 
 
Note: you might have some pictures ready to give to your students in order to suggest the examples of 

illnesses. Show the pictures to the class and tell them to choose some problem  

Warm up: RELAXATION 

Aim: relax the body and mind, breathing, listening  

Time: 3min  

Short relaxation – with concentration on the body parts. Simple exercise of the whole body, rotations and 

stretching. Three rounds with the head, arms, wrists, hips, knees, and ankles. Breathing. Etc. 

Activity: CONTAMINATION 

Aim: group work, miming, improvisation, advice 

Language: informal 

Time:  

 

Warm up: teacher shows some trouble or pain, and says what is going on HEAD ACHE, STOMACHACHE, ... the 

students get contaminated and show suddenly the same symptoms  

Procedure: Each student thinks of some trouble or an illness and symptoms it has. If there is enough space 

students start walking around the class in all directions, mingle and meet, showing the symptoms of the 

problem.  If you don´t have enough space – the students stay in a circle and only two students go and meet. 

They leave with the troubles of the partner they´ve just met and continue with the new trouble to meet 

another student. 

Step - 1. NON-VERBAL VERSION: As they meet someone, they exchange a short NON-VERBAL dialogue, use 

pantomime, facial expression; as they touch they get the illness or the symptoms of the person they have just 

met. 3min 

Step - 2. VERBAL VERSION: ask a pair to do the same and ask another pair to do the DOUBBING for them.  4min 

Step - 3. People who act, speak as well 4min 

Example of a dialogue: 

A: shows and describes the problem:  I´ve broken my ankle, it hurts so much.  

B: is surprised and always gives the same advice: Oh, you should see a doctor. ( slowly starting catching the 

symptoms of A´s problem, but still keeps the original problem) 

A: oh, it´s going to be all right. What about you?  

B: oh. My shoulder hurts a bit.  

A: oh, I see, It´s going to be all right soon, bye. (Starting to catch the symptoms of B) 

B: Yes, sure, take care, bye. 

 

Activity: I CAN´T STOP SNEEZING 

Aim: group work, echo questions, giving advice 

Time: 7min 

Procedure: In groups of three: practise the symptoms, showing surprise – echo question, doctor gives advice:  



 
 

A: presents the PROBLEM:  “I can´t stop sneezing. “ 

B: shows SURPRISE – identification of the ILLNESS: echo question:  

“ sneezing? You have got flu, see a doctor.” 

C- the DOCTOR is giving an ADVICE: “You should stay in bed for 3 days and drink some tea.” 

After 2-3 illnesses they take turns being the doctor. 

Activity: AT THE DOCTOR´S 

Aim: Improvisation, role playing 

Time: 6min 

Procedure: Work in pairs or groups of three –  

Work in pairs. A is a doctor and B is a patient. Give time to patients to think about a problem/illness and its 

symptoms, how it happened, how exactly does it feel. The patient comes to see the doctor but cannot speak, 

he/ she just shows some symptoms, the doctor must find out what exactly happened by asking: Is it the head? 

Does your head ache? You have fallen and hurt your head? The patient replies only yes or no. When the doctor 

finds out, exchange the roles, after that change the partners as well. 

PATIENT :  

Think about a problem/illness and its symptoms –  

How did it happen exactly? 

How exactly does it feel? 

 

You come to see a doctor – but you DON´T SPEAK  

you only reply YES or NO with the head 

DOCTOR:  

A patient comes to see you, but he or she cannot 

speak, only says YES or NO- with the head 

YOU MUST FIND OUT WHAT THE PROBLEM IS AND 

WHAT HAPPENED? 

 

Is it the head? Or your stomach hurts? You ate 

something bad??? 

 

 

Follow up: 

Time: 7min 

 Work in groups of three. This time respect the flowchart given. A is a doctor and B is mother. C - 

patient is there, showing the symptoms, but he/she never speaks. 

 The situation is as follows. Mother comes with her son or daughter to the doctor. The doctor asks the 

patient but mother doesn´t let the child speak, she speaks for him.  

 Act the dialogue in front of the class. 

Note: You might go through the dialogues and write useful phrases on the board. 

 What´s the problem? / What is bothering you? 

 What should we do, doctor? / Could you tell us what to do?  

 



 
 

A - Doctor:  

1.Greet each other 

2. ask what the problem is. 

3. say what you think the illness is  

4. give your advice 

5. tell the patient to come for a check up 

6.says goodbye 

B - Mother: 

1. Greet each other  

2. explain your daughter´s /son´s symptoms 

3. ask for the doctor´s advice  

4. thank the doctor and say that you are going to do 

what he´s told you 

5. say goodbye 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 
 

UNIT 5 OUR FUTURE  
 

FOCUS: CULTURE: A GREENER NATURE 

AIM: students discuss the environmental problems and use future tense 

 
 
1. Activity:  DIFFERENT ISSUES – DIFFERENT INTERESTS. 
Aim: discussing issues, reacting to a news 
Time: 5min 

 Distribute some slogans on slips of paper. 

 Students stand up and read aloud (rather shout in persuasive way – insist on the stress in the 
sentence) the slogans. 

 the rest reacts as one crowd in an excited way to the slogans that talk about money or TV (saying : 
OHH, YEEES, GREAT, EXCELLENT,....thumbs up)  

 and in a very bored and careless way to those concerning the politics or environment (saying: BORING, 
RUBBISH, OH NOT AGAIN,...thumbs down).  

 You can try it first with just one word – teacher: “MONEY” – students: “YEEEES” “EXCELLENT”. 
Teacher: “PROTECT NATURE” – students: “BORING..” 
 

1. Vote for Martin and he will win the Pop Idol and a million pounds. 

2. The pop star Rihanna is coming to town, you must be there. 

3. Watch the TV series Cassandra that will continue next year as well. 

4. The new speed car, Rocky,  is on sale buy it now. 

5. Without the golden new shoes you are not in. 

1. We must protect the animals. 

2. We must recycle our rubbish. 

3. We should pay attention to the politics and vote for better future. 

4. We should use cars less walk more. 

5. We should help developing countries. 

6. Stop the whale hunting.   

 
Follow up: Discuss your feeling afterward – how it is and how it should be. Why it is important to be interested 
in environment and politics. Do you think that ecology and people´s health is connected? What are the main 
ecological problems on the planet? – use the information from the book 
 

2. Activity: ELECTIONS AHEAD - Environmental problems 
Aim: mock elections, presentation, group cooperation 
Time: 25min 
Warm up:  

 you have five pieces of paper with five environmental problems – give it to five students ( or on five 
chairs ) tell the rest of the students to decide what is the most alarming problem and what is the least 
important.  



 
 

 Place the students or chairs in this scale. 

 Distribute the solutions to the problems on a slip of paper.   

 The students must find a solution to each of the problems. When they find a solution they go and find 
the particular student or the chair with the problem. In the end they read out the solutions. 

 
1.Problem :  
TRANSPORT causes too much air and noise pollution in the cities, 
solution : use less cars and planes, walk more, use public transport, cycle. 
2.Problem:  
The WASTE of energy we use – electricity, gas, water  
Solution: look for renewable sources or energy, wind farms, wave and solar power, don´t waste electricity, use 
less water. 
3. Problem:  
FARMING – forests are disappearing, use of chemicals in farming  
Solution:  Use organic and ecological products that save nature. Eat and buy local products only. Farmers 
should use the land reasonably.  
4. Problem:  
Bad conditions of ANIMAL farms, exaggerated consummation, HUNGER in some countries 
Solution: better conditions for animals, protect endangered species, don´t buy more than you can consume 
5. Problem: The RUBBISH- household waste, water shortage and POLLUTION of water – plastic in the ocean 
Solution: Recycle the rubbish, the household waste and electrical products, don´t pollute water with oils. 
 
Material needed: You will need a piece of paper and some crayons or markers 
Procedure:  

 Students work in groups of 5 or 4. They decide which of those environmental problems above they 
want work on. They must try to find a solution for it.  

 Their task is to establish a political party, make a leaflet and prepare a presentation.  

 They will choose one candidate for the election who must persuade their audience – the electors - to 
come to the elections and to vote for them because they have found the solution for that particular 
problem. 

Note: If there are only 3groups and more environmental problems, they can put some problems together. Ex: 
problem 3 and 4, 2 and 5 and 1. In bigger groups there can be more candidates chosen. While one group is 
presenting, the others are the electors and they can show their agreement or disagreement and also ask 
questions.  
 
Steps for each group: 

 
Step 1:  Decide about the environmental problem you want to concentrate on. 
Step 2: Brainstorm some of the (three or four) consequences this problem has for people, place you 
live in or the planet in general. 
Step 3: Brainstorm the possible solutions to this problem. Concrete steps to take to solve the 
problem. 
Step 4:  

 Make a leaflet and prepare a presentation (for your electoral campaign). 

 Chose one candidate for the election 
Candidate: will tell your electors to come to the elections and present the problem you have chosen, say why 
it is important to find a solution as soon as possible and persuade them about steps you are going to make in 
order to change it. 
 

 

 

 
 



 
 

UNIT 5 ON FUTURE  
Focus: Talking about plans 

AIM: students discuss plans for the weekend or future event 

reported speech will, going to, present continuous, 

compromising, agreeing, objecting, persuading, suggesting. 

 
1. Warm up: BREATHING and VOICE PREPARATION  
Possible breathing exercise:   

 relaxation and posture – stand up straight, legs apart, shoulders relaxed, and head upright 

 breathing – place your fingers on your ribs or stomach, breath silently and feel the stomach moving, 
concentrate on your breathing, inhale by the nose and exhale by the mouth, then with each exhale 
make a hissing sound – several times, then make a sound “ haaaaaaa”, ohhhhhhhhhhhhh, 
eeeeeeeeeee, mmmmm, 

 the pich – rising, falling, try to feel the vibrations created by the sound – the vibration can be easily felt 
on the nose. Try the volume by going as loud as you can and as quiet as you can – whisper 

 articulation- massage the mouth and make round movements with the mouth, 

 Apply some tongue twisters here 

 Now choose a short sentence (what´s the time, or hello Mr. Lawrence) and try several time in different 
tone, pitch, emotions, question, order, etc.. 

 
2. Warm up: PASSING A SENTECE  with different emotions 
Aim: rhythm, voice preparation, concentration, cooperation  
Time: 6min 

 Divide the class into two groups. 

 Groups stand opposite each other 

 Give the sentences on a piece of paper to group A  - they will read it as one voice 

 Give the sentences to group B – each person replies – according to his/her paper – T tells them HOW- 
gives emotion – sadly, happily, in love, angry, proud, bored, afraid, excited,  

 After that - give them papers with gaps – now the group A must decide what to say all together  

 Each student in group B replies freely  

 Then exchange  
 
Cut out the suggestions:  
We are playing tennis this weekend, do you fancy going with us? 
We are ......................................., maybe you could ...............................with us? 
Cut out the answers:  
Great idea.   That´s a good idea.    Sure.   
I´m afraid I can´t I don´t really fancy ...........................   
Thanks but I´ve already got plan for........................   
It´s kind of you to ask, but I´m going away .............................  
That´s a great idea 
 

3: Warm up: SUGGESTING A PLAN –  
Aim: suggesting, accepting, declining 
Time: 5min 

 write it on the board Why don´t we..., shall we..., maybe we could..., Let´s ....., Do you fancy.... 

 people stand in a circle one suggests,  

 second accepts and pass the suggestion 

 third objects - giving reason why not and suggests something else and so on in a circle 
 

4: Warm up: WHAT DID HE SAY? - POST PIGEON 



 
 

Aim:  speaking, listening, cooperation 
Grammar: indirect speech 
Time: 7min 

- divide the class into groups of 3 people. Two of them (A and C) are going to plan something but they 
cannot speak to each other. The third (B) is passing the messages, using reported speech.  

- A stands on one side of the class and C on the other, B is passing in between  
- A and B ask “WHAT DID SHE / HE SAY? “ 

(You can also do it as GROUP A and GROUP C and one person B) 

Directions for group A:  
1. suggest something for this Saturday afternoon 
2. accept Sunday, but only from 16h 
3. suggest where you are going to meet 
4. accept. 

Directions for group B:  
1. You don´t have time on Saturday. You have time 
only on Sunday. Suggest Sunday 
2. accept and ask where you are going to meet 
3. decline and suggest some other place 

 

3: Warm up: HMMM.. 

Aim: deciding on a plan, non-verbal communication 

Time: 5min  

 Divide the class to groups of three people; 

 Each group is going to plan something for the weekend.  

 They must agree on something.  

 One person talks - he or she is asking the questions and making suggestion and decisions, using these 
expressions:  

 write it on the board 
Why don´t we..., shall we..., maybe we could...,  

 Second person only says “HMM..” – in two possible ways – positive or negative.  

 The third person says only “O.K.”- in all possible ways.. 
 

5: ACTIVITY: Guided role play –AGREE ON A PLAN  

Aim: pair work, creating a character 

Language: informal 

Time: 4min preparation + 10min presentation 

Procedure:  

 Students are divided into pairs. They receive cuecards. Students decide who is A and who is B , think 
about the roles and the setting according to the instructions 

 They improvise a conversation, respecting the situation-relationship given on the cuecard.  

 Act out the dialogue to the class – the class must GUESS which couple they represent 
Cuecards :  

 

Brother and sister 

Answer these first: 

- what are your names 

- how old are you 

- what do you do in live 

People who don´t like each other 

Answer these first: 

- what are your names 

- how old are you 

- what do you do in live 

Mother/Father-child 

Answer these first: 

- what are your names 

- how old are you 

- what do you do in live 



 
 

- where do you live 

 

- what do you have in 

common 

 

 

Lovers at their first date. 

Answer these first: 

- what are your names 

- how old are you 

- what do you do in live 

- what do you have in 

common 

 

A boy in love – a difficult girl 

Answer these first: 

- what are your names? 

- how old are you? 

- what do you do in live? 

- what do you have in 

common? 

- where are you at the 

moment?  

- What are you doing 

- What is the typical 

behaviour of a boy in love 

and a difficult girl 

 

Married couple after 30 years 

living together. 

Answer these first: 

- what are your names 

- how old are you 

- what do you do in live 

- how has your relationship 

changed 

- where are you at the 

moment? 

- What are you doing? 

- What is the typical 

behaviour of a married 

couple after so many 

years living together 

 

Two old ladies/gentlemen who 

have know each other for 40 

years 

Answer these first: 

- what are your names 

- how old are you 

- what do you do in live 

- how has your relationship 

changed 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT 6 TELLING TALES 

FOCUS: Culture: Myth or reality  

Aim: I can talk about myths and make a report on TV 

 Warm up: WHAT WERE YOU DOING WHEN - past tense: one starts doing a movement: brushing his/ her 
teeth, What do you think I was doing? 
Variation: another person claps his hands, stops the action and says when you were brushing your teeth I came 
and I took your brush away. Then he/she starts another action until a third person stops him buy clapping his 
hands. 

- What were you doing when I came in/stopped you? 
- When you stopped me I was brushing my teeth 

Warm up BECAUSE... past tense... 
Aim: pair work, story telling 
Language: past tenses 
Time: 5min 
Procedure: see unit 2 

 
Warm up: A COURTYARD BALCONY – gossip 
AIM: students can talk about myths, using reported speech,  
Language: all tenses 
Time: 8min 
Procedure: 
Students stand in a circle. Tell the students that they are the inhabitants of one block of flats and there is some 
gossip going around. One student starts the gossip, passes it to his /her neighbour on his right, the second says 
the same to his neighbour but adds something more – changes the information, and so on the others are trying 
to make the gossip sound more and more incredible, exaggerating and changing the original information. 
Example: Starting with: 1. My neighbour told me that he saw someone coming into the house with a basket. 2. 
I´ve just heard that my neighbour saw some big man coming into the house with a big basket full of snakes. 3. I 
have just met my neighbour and he told me that there is some giant in the courtyard who is selling snakes and 
other dangerous animals. 4. There are some people feeding some enormous animals with snakes all around the 
house. And so on...the gossip can change completely and illogically.  
 

ROLE PLAY: Report on TV: Divide the class into groups of at least 4 people. Each student receives a role card so 
there is a reporter, an eye witness, an expert and an official in each group. Tell them they are going to make a 
report for the local TV about this story behind the gossip. Use the same incredible information but make it 
sound serious and true. Students prepare the report and then they act it out in front of the others. They discuss 
afterwards which story was the most credible and why – use of voice, intonation, stress, non-verbal language. 
Steps: 1. Introduction to the item by studio based newsreader (possibly the teacher)  
“Hello and welcome to our show. Today we are coming with a hot news from one little town called Juncton 
about some snakes attacking local people. Our reporter is there to tell us more.” 
2. Report from an ‘on the spot’ reporter;  
“Yes, thank you Larry. Hello ladies and gentlemen we are here in Juncton where some snakes attacked one 
house this afternoon..., we have Mr.Peret to tell us more... questions....” 
3. Interview with eye witness(es); “Oh, it was horrible experience, I´ve never seen a snake like that in my entire 
life.. “ 
4. Interview with an ‘expert’ in the field; “ People in Juncton do not have to worry. This kind of snakes is not 
dangerous. However it is very interesting to find this kind in this particular area, it is very probable that ....” 
5. Statement made by an official. “I would like to inform the inhabitants that everything is under control and 

that the local police as well as the experts for snakes are at the spot and that this situation....” 

Role play cards:  

REPORTER EYE WITNESS 



 
 

Your function is to explain the situation in greater 
depth from the site of the locals. 
Show a little emotion e.g. excitement or concern. You 
report LIFE on TV so talk a little faster and more 
spontaneously. You address the studio newsreader 
who is on national TV. 
Prepare questions to ask the eye witness and the 
expert  

Your function is to give personal account and add a 
‘human’ element: make the item relevant. 
Your language is more informal and you express more 
emotion. You can use some regional accent. You 
address the interviewer/reporter. 
 

 

EXPERT 
Your function is to provide detailed information on 
the importance of the event for all people, the 
country maybe. 
You use specialist language. You want to increase 
concern of the viewing audience.  

OFFICIAL 
Your function is to calm people down. Suggest that 
everything is under control. You use gestures and 
tone designed to calm. You address viewing audience. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT6 TELLING TALES  

DECIDING WHAT TO DO EVERYDAY ENGLISH  

AIM: students learn how to negotiate and compromise, reported speech, compromising, 

agreeing, objecting, persuading, suggesting. 

Warm up: Work in pairs – A is making suggestions or proposals to B. B is always declining the suggestion, giving 

all possible and impossible reasons why he/she cannot participate or do what A is asking. 

Warm up: Negotiation 

Aim: Group work 

Language: reported speech 

Time: 7min 

Procedure: divide the class into groups of 3 people. Two of them (A and C) are going to plan something but 

they cannot speak to each other. The third (B) is passing the messages, using reported speech.  

Variation: EAVESDROPPERS 

Aim: deciding what to do in small groups, passing the message, using indirect speech 

one SCOUT who tries to eavesdrop and pass the message to the other group or a person 

 

Activity: LISTEN TO ME  

Aim: persuading, suggesting, deciding what to do 

Language: all tenses 

Time: 10min 

Six students are chosen. One of them is asked to stand aside. Each of the others is given a slip of paper with a 

sentence or two reflecting his or her preoccupation. For ex: “ I am looing for the post office.” “Can you change 

a five pound note for me.” “ My car is broken can you help me to push it”. 

First one student goes to the person aside and starts up a conversation based on his or her preoccupation. As 

soon as the dialogue is going, another student comes and tries to get the other two to take notice of his or her 

sentence. As the conversation is going another student comes and asks about his or her needs. And so on.  

ACTIVITY: DECIDING WHAT TO DO: planning a school trip for 3days 

Aim: group work, planning, deciding, cooperation 

Language: all tenses 

Time: 20min 

Procedure: 

 

Divide the class into three groups. Each group is going to plan a school trip for 3 or 4days. Decide about: 

- the place to go,  

- discuss the advantages, disadvantages of the distance,  

- activities you would like to do there, sport, visiting historical monuments, nature.  

- Decide on the program for the whole group.  



 
 

In the end each groups will try to persuade the other groups of the qualities of their plan. Make sure that your 

students speak English while planning the trip and that they try to use sentences typical for suggesting, 

declining, objecting, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT7 TRUE LOVE? 

FOCUS: CULTURE WB YEATS 

AIMS: relationships, time expressions, phrasal verbs, comparative, superlative adjectives 

and adverbs, second conditional 

Warm up: Short physical warm up to relax the body. You need some space where the students could walk and 

move freely. They walk and mingle, keeping one rhythm. They don´t look into each other´s eyes they look 

straight and just walk. Students follow your orders. 

Give orders:  

Move faster, slower, take as much of the space as you can ( in the whole class), take as less space as possible ( 

get together), make a row according to your height - from the shortest to the biggest, make a row according the 

colour of your hair- from lightest to darkest, according to your age – from the youngest to the oldest. 

Follow up: find a partner and in your pairs – try to find out as many differences as possible – make true 

sentences. 

Warm up: Minimum words dialogues 

Aim:  vocabulary builder, giving directions 

Time: 10min 

Procedure: in groups of 3: two (A and B) are the actors representing a couple and the third is the director 

telling them what to do. A and B can use restricted amount of words:  

The director must create four pictures; use as few words as possible:  

Ex: 

 You fancy him, but he doesn´t fancy you.  

 Ask him out 

 Go out and get on well 

 There is a problem and you split up  

ACTIVITY: POEMS : Idea : compare two poems about love  

Warm up: pre-teaching 

 Give the two poems to your students. Ask them which one they think is from the 19
th

 century and 

which one is contemporary and why. 

 Tell them then that “He wishes for a cloth of heaven” is a poem W B YEATS born in 1865 and “Love´s 

Young Dream” is a poem from a Scottish poet RODDY LUMSDEN, born in 1966. These two poems are 

obviously very different. Read it to your students and go through the vocabulary, make sure they 

understand the meaning. Note: you can also work with the poem on p.66 When you are old, Just He 

wishes for the cloth of heaven seems a bit easier to understand. 

 Divide the class into 2 groups or 4 small groups. One half of students will work on the first poem and 

the other half on the second. Tell them to go through the poems again and answer these questions. 



 
 

- Who is speaking? 

- To whom is the poem written? 

- What is the tone of the poem? 

- Where is the poet when he thinks about his love? 

- Where is the setting of the poem? 

- What atmosphere does the poem evoke in you?  

- Find some similarities and differences between these two poems. 

- In what tone-intonation-voice, with what emotion should the poems be read? 

 Chose one poem and find some simple images to some lines – imagine that you draw a simple 

storyboard for the poem or a video which will be accompanied by the voice. Prepare it and show it to 

the rest of the class. 

HE WISHES FOR THE CLOTH OF HEAVEN  

Had I the heavens' embroidered cloths,  

Enwrought with golden and silver light,  

The blue and the dim and the dark cloths  

Of night and light and the half-light,  

I would spread the cloths under your feet:  

But I, being poor, have only my dreams;  

I have spread my dreams under your feet;  

Tread softly because you tread on my dreams..  

Vocabulary: 

embroidered cloths – vyšívané látky 

Enwrought – opracovaný, zdobený 

Dim – tlumený, tmavý 

Spread – rozložit 

Tread – šlapat, našlapovat 

Love's Young Dream 

A snowball's chance in hell was what the guys 
At work said. Right enough, she had the pick 
of any man in town. But what the heck, 
I thought: faint heart, fair maid and all that jazz. 
You've got to try. You never know your luck. 
But when I call her up, she wasn't in. 
I left a message on her answer-phone: 
Black Bo's, I said, tonight at nine o'clock. 



 
 

I splashed on Gio, creased my 615s 
And gelled my hair up in an Elvis lick. 
I strolled along the Cowgate and arrived 
Bang on, and at the window table, there 
She was! And with her giving me the wink, 
The Jewish pope, the constipated bear. 

Snowball chance – šance sněhové vločky 

Guy – chlap 

She had a pick – vybírala si 

What a heck – ale co , vzal to čert 

Fair maid – čestná služebná 

Have got to – muset  

Splash on Gio – cáknout vodu po holení 

Stroll along – procházet se kolem 

Give a wink – mrknout na někoho 

Constipated bear – medvěd trpící zácpou 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT 7 TRUE LOVE?  

Focus: MAKING CONVERSATION: EVERYDAY ENGLISH 

Aim: Students practice introducing each other and finding out more about themselves. 

Warm up: MEET SOMEONE AND ...question tags:  
Aim: group work, cooperation 
Language: small talk, question tags 
Time: 6min  

- students walk and mingle around the room without talking, looking straight ahead.  
- Teacher shouts out instructions which the students follow.  
- Shake hands with the first person you meet and say GOOD MORNING. You grab someone else´s hand. 

You only let go of his hand as soon as you have grabbed another person’s hand. You must meet and 
say GOOD MORNING to everyone.  

- It is very quick.  
- When everybody has met everybody let the students walk freely and mingle again.  
- Then you ask them to do the activity again. But now when they meet they must add a little chat, 

saying then they have already met and where then think it was, using a question tag in the end. When 
they ask one question they continue – they will be holding someone else´s hand all the time and the 
exchanges must be short and quick.  

- First say good morning and ask the other a question like: You were in the shopping centre yesterday, 
weren´t you? -  I saw you somewhere, didn´t I?  - You play piano, don´t you?  

 

Warm up: WHAT DO YOU THINK I WAS DOING : one starts doing a movement: brushing his/ her teeth, What 

do you think I was doing? 

Variation: WHAT WERE YOU DOING WHEN : another person claps his hands, stops the action and says when 

he was brushing his teeth I came and I took his brush away. Then he/she starts another action until a third 

person stops him buy clapping his hands. 

o What were you doing when I came in/stopped you? 

o When you stopped me I was brushing my teeth 

o  
 
Follow up: EXCHANGE IN CIRCLE : with I wish...I´d rather 

 The whole class stands in a circle, heads down.  

 On a simple signal from the teacher ( clapping of hands or saying heads up) the students put the heads 
up, make an eye contact with someone opposite and  

 as soon as someone met someone else´s eyes he/she goes in his/her direction, initiates a sentence 
starting with I WISH or IF ONLY .... 

 The partner opposite replies REALLY?  I´D RATHER....when this pair has finished the whole class puts 
the heads down again and repeat it, another pair goes and exchanges some I wish..I´d rather 
sentences. 

 
You might demonstrate with one example: making sure they know the grammatical structure. 

o I wish I had a job in the summer. 
o Really? I´d rather go on holiday. 
o I wish I didn´t have to study. 
o Really? I ´d rather study than work. 
o I wish I lived by the sea. 
o Really? I ´d rather live in the mountains. 

 
 



 
 

ACTIVITY: MAKING CONVERSATION:  
Aim: using the course book, pronunciation, intonation, creating a character 
Time: 15min 
Procedure: Use the dialogue from p.70 cut up the sentences  
Divide the class into two groups and distribute the dialogues.  
Step 1: In pairs think about the characters. Answer these questions: where they are, how old they are, what do 
they do, how do they feel at the moment. After that read the dialogue in pairs, paying attention to the 
appropriate intonation and rhythm.  
 

A: Excuse me. You´re Ben´s sister, aren´t you?  
A: Please to meet you, Tanya. I ´m Connor. 
A: We sometimes play volleyball together. 
A: Yes, I am. What about you? Have you got any 
hobbies?  
A: What kind of films do you like? 
A: I like films too. There are some good films on at the 
cinema now, aren´t there? 
A: Maybe we could go to the cinema some time. 
A: Anyway, I´d better get back to my friends. Nice 
talking to you. 
 

B: Yes, my name´s Tanya. 
B: Hi Connor. How do you know Ben? 
B: Oh, right. Are you really into sport? 
B: Not really. I like watching TV- and DVD´s. 
B: Anything, really. Comedies, thrillers, horror films.  
B: Yes, I think so. 
B: yes, good idea. 
B: And you. See you around. 
 

 
Step 2: Change the partner. Make up some new characters and topics/hobbies to talk about. Think about the 
characters and their personalities again and read the dialogue again, adopting the right attitude. 
 

A: Excuse me. You´re ............´s sister, aren´t you?  
A: Please to meet you, ................. I ´m .................... 
A: We sometimes ......................... together. 
A: Yes, I am. What about you? Have you got any 
hobbies?  
A: What kind of .................... do you like? 
A: I like .............too. There are some good 
........................................... now, aren´t there? 
A: Maybe we could .................................some time. 
A: Anyway, I´d better get back to my friends. Nice 
talking to you. 
 

B: Yes, my name´s .................. 
B: Hi ................... How do you know ..........? 
B: Oh, right. Are you really into ............? 
B: Not really. I like .................................. 
B: Anything, really. ................................  
B: Yes, I think so. 
B: Yes, good idea. 
B: And you. See you around. 
 

 
Step 3: change the partner again and improvise a dialogue following the flowchart  
Students can produce much more complex sentences, use other words or phrases.  
 
ROLE PLAY with CUECARDS: speaking ex.8, p. 70  
 

A: Initiate the conversation - 
A: Introduce yourself –  
A: Reply. Ask about B´s hobbies. ( or what he/she 
wants to do next -  
A: Reply –  
A: Accept or decline. – 

B: Reply. Introduce yourself. 
B: Ask about A´s hobbies ( or what he/ she wants to 
do next) . 
B: Reply. Sustain the conversation. 
B: Make a suggestion or invitation. 
B: End the conversation. 
 
 

 

Possible situations:  

A guide and a turist 



 
 

Two new flatmates – the first evening 

The first day at the university – two classmates 

Two lovers are splitting up 

A new au-pair in a new family – au-pair and mother 

A policeman and a boy who has just been caught doing graffity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT 8 TRAVEL 

Focus: Tourism and travel CULTURE 

AIM: students practise the vocabulary concerning travel, tourism, transport and the 

passives I can understand a magazine article about changing holiday habits. 

 

Warm up: Guiding the blind 

Aim: cooperation and trust 

Languge: non- verbal 

Time: 5min 

Procedure 

Students work in pairs. They touch by top of one finger and they guide each other. They decide who is the 

leader, the guided follows. After a while they exchange. 

 

Variation: Verbal version. The leader explains where the blind should go.  

 
Warm up: GUIDE 

Aim: cooperation, explaining, giving advice 

Time: 5min 

Procedure 

Work in pairs. A is a guide and B is a new classmate. He/ she asked you to show him/her around. Go through 

the class and try to show him everything and explain everything about the school and class and people who 

work there, the program you have, etc. Then change your partner and the role, so everybody becomes the 

guide. 

Variation: THE ALIEN 

Students work in pairs again. This time one is an alien and is asking about every detail he /she talks about.  

Guide: We are now in our class. Alien: What is a class? Guide: A class is a room where we learn things. Alien: 

What does it mean learn? Guide: Learn is an activity which you do when you want to get to know something..  

ACTIVITY:  TRAVEL AGENT  
Aim: to plan, to discuss, organise, group work 
Language: all tenses 
Time: 20min 
 
 Ask the students if they have ever experienced traveling without any assistant of their parents and if they’re 
familiar with the term “BACKPACKING”.  
Ask the students to brainstorm or go through this vocabulary and ask them how do they travel and where do 

they prefer to stay : 

- places to stay on your vacation: backpackers hostels, surf-couching, bungalow, hotel, camp, cottage – 

chalet, hotel – all inclusive, bed and breakfast,  

- Means of transport – by plane, by car, auto car, by bus, by train, on bicycle, on foot, on a ship, boat, 

hitchhike, motorbike. 



 
 

Ask the students to make pairs and give each pair one role card. Some will receive TRAVEL AGENT and some 

the travellers.  

Explain to the students that the groups which get “Travel Agent” cards should play a role as the travel agents 
which have to offer their Holiday Package to the tourists as interesting as possible. 
The groups which get situation cards should play role as the tourists and have to act according to the situation 
given on the cards.  
The tourists should consult all the travel agents before they choose the best travel agent, which can offer them 

the most interesting package.  

TRAVEL AGENT TRAVEL AGENT TRAVEL AGENT 

TRAVEL AGENT TRAVEL AGENT TRAVEL AGENT 

TRAVEL AGENT 

You are outgoing people. You like 

adventure and wild life. Your friend 

loves animals but prefers having a 

‘normal’ trip. You want to have a 

vacation where both of you can 

have a good time.   

 

Time for vacation:2 days 

You are the spoiled children of a 

famous billionaire. You are pretty 

much party-goers who love fancy 

stuff. But, you also want to have a 

peaceful vacation, where you can 

be away from paparazzi.  

 

Time for vacation: 3 days   

You are college students who want 

to try to escape from reality. You 

love to hang out with people, but 

not animals. Places with good food 

are preferable. You like exotic 

cuisine, like trying new food. 

 

Time for vacation: 2 days 

You and your friend are so into 

photography. You want to visit 

scenic places so you can take 

pictures. You are also interested in 

history and culture. Would like to 

see some interesting architecture 

and historical monuments. You like 

guided tours. 

time for vacation: 2 days  

You have just retired from your 30 

years of dedication in a well-known 

company in Jakarta. You take your 

child to accompany you doing crazy 

things you haven’t done before in 

your life.  

 

Time for vacation: 10 days 



 
 

 

You are broken hearted. You want 

to forget your ex-fiancée, so you 

take your best friend on a trip. 

You’d love to try new things but 

you have phobia to height, animals, 

small place. You love music and you 

are a shopaholic.  

 

Time for vacation: 3 days 

 

You and your partner are nature 

lovers. You don’t want to spend 

your coming vacation in concrete 

jungle. You want to breathe fresh 

air and have a life-changing 

experience during your vacation. 

You hate staying at a hotel. You 

love adventurous sports. 

 

Time for vacation: 5 days 

 

 

You and your friend are not much 

of a traveller. But you have read a 

book about backpacking and love 

to try visiting other towns. You’ve 

never had a chance to travel 

before. So, now you want to make 

your trip as efficient as possible. 

You like cycling.  

Time for vacation: a week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT 8 AT THE AIRPORT  

FOCUS: Exchanging information: I can ask for information politely 

Aim: students learn how to ask and answer in formal and informal language, practise high 

and low status 

 
HIGH STATUS x LOW STATUS 

Aim: Act as high status and ask indirect questions  

Time: 10min 

Warm up: Explain what high status is. And then try different interactions of high and low status behaviours.  

Step 1: The class is divided into two groups standing in two rows in front of each other. Tell one group that they 

are the high status and explain the typical behaviour. The others are low status and should adopt the typical 

posture and gesturing of the low status. Tell them they are going to walk towards the partner on the other side 

and when they meet they say hello and go to the other side. Then they change the statuses and go again, 

saying hello in the middle.  

Step 2: Low status is going to introduce to high status. Say his/her name, age, where is he from. The high status 

only says Yes to everything – in a high status way.  

Step3: then the other way round. The high status is going to do the introduction, but in high status way and the 

low status says Yes to everything, giggling, shy etc. 

What is status? 

(The notion of high status and low status in improvisation was first mentioned by Keith Johnston. ( More 
information to be found in SALINSKY, Tom, FRANCIS-WHITE, Deborah, The improve handbook the ultimate 
guide to improvising in comedy, theatre, and beyond, The continuum International Publishing Group Inc,NY, 
2008 ) 

In different circumstances or different times you will feel more or less powerful, more or less confident, more 

or less in control. But ultimately how you feel is private knowledge. Only you can know for certain how 

powerful or confident you´re feeling. Status has nothing to do with class, upbringing, accent, job, salary, or 

dress and is not about the dialogue it is more about the body talk and facial expression. It is question of 

dominance, power over the other in communication and interaction. People in real life very often display how 

dominant or submissive they feel in their behaviour. Here are some typical features of low status behaviour. 

To be more low status:  

Touch your face nervously  

Make the middle of your body smaller  

Try to keep a distance from other people 

Want to look at others but hate to make eye contact 

Giggle nervously 

Shift from foot to foot or make other purposeless repetitive movements with your hands 

Answer quickly and say “eer” before you speak 



 
 

Put your feet very close together, perhaps with one foot crossed over the other. 

How to be more high status: 

Don´t make necessary gestures, only with a purpose. Actually you don´t have to move at all 

Make the middle of your body bigger and taller 

Enter someone else´s personal space 

Speak in very short sentences 

Pause and sustain the silence 

Hold eye contact 

Place your feet a little wider apart than normal and then don´t move them  

Think about touching the other person´s head (but don´t do it )  

Warm up: INDIRECT QUESTIONS 

Aim: to practise the indirect questions,  p. 123  

Time: 5min 

Procedure: 

- You can copy the phrases and give them on slips of paper to your students.  

- Students work in pairs, each pair is given a slip of paper with the sentences.  

- One adopts the attitude of the high status and the other the low status. High status asks direct and 

short questions and the low status transforms them to indirect.  

- When they have gone through all the sentences they change the statuses. Low status reads the direct 

sentences – may be being indifferent or even rude and the high status gives the indirect forms as to be 

more polite and use better language. 

High status: what type of car was it?  

Low status: Have you any idea what type of car it was?/would you be that kind and tell me what type of car it 

was?... 

ACTIVITY: AT THE AIRPORT  

Aim: dialogue in pairs 

Language: formal 

Time: 10min 

Procedure: 

When the students are familiar with the difference of status they might proceed to work with the dialogue on 

p.80 between an officer and a traveller. At the airport: exchanging information.   

Students work in pairs. One reads the HIGH STATUS immigration officer and the other LOW STATUS Jack. After 

that they read the dialogue being both high status or low status. Follow up:  ROLE CARDS:  

A: You are a passenger at the information deck asking for some information 

1. The best way to get into town ( different places in the city) from where you are 

2. How far it is 

3. how much the tickets cost and where to buy them 

B: You are the employee at the information desk, answer the questions of the passengers. 



 
 

UNIT 9 SPEND SPEND SPEND CULTURE 

Focus:  culture: ADVERTISING AT SCHOOLS 

Aims: money and payment, prepositions, have something done, reflexive pronouns, 

arguing your case. 

Warm up: BLACK MARKET 

Aim: cooperation, negotiation 

Language: very silent 

Time: 5min 

Procedure: Students become the traffickers of illegal goods. They walk around the class, they meet and 

exchange short discussions.  

Each student thinks of something he/she is selling, it can by anything. A golden pen, diamonds, very cheap 

coca-cola,.... All of them are illegal traffickers trying to sell their goods to others, secretly. They walk and as 

them pass along someone; they show their imaginary goods and offer it – discussing the qualities and price 

with the other trafficker.  When they are finished they continue to another. 

Warm up: AT THE MARKET 

Aim: short dialogues, selling, buying, questioning, describing 

Language: present simple 

Time: 5min 

Procedure:  

 The class is divided into two halves.  

 Students are at the market. One group is selling and the other buying.  

 The sellers sit or stand on one place, shouting out the names of their products and the prices.  

 The buyers walk from one shop to another and try to buy something;  

 They exchange a short dialogue with each selling person and buy some things.  

 In the end they say what they bought. 

 
Activity: I DON’T LIKE MY LIFE!  
Aim: group work, persuading 

Language: present simple, used to 

Time: 8min 

Procedure:  

 Students are given a card with the picture of a character (a monk, a rich lady, a housewife, a tramp, 
etc.) or with the name of a famous person (politician, actor, singer, etc.) They have to imagine their life 
being that person and all the advantages that come with it (character-building activity), but they 
cannot keep their character and they have to swap lives with somebody else in the group.  

 To do so, they have to convince the other person to take the new life that is being offered to them by 
talking about the good qualities that they have found in their character.  

 Students mill around looking for a new life… (role-playing).  

 Once everybody has found a new life they will tell the rest of the group who they used to be, and what 
they are now, their future plans, etc.  

 

Activity: TELESHOPPING  

Aim: group work 

Language: formal 

Time: 10min 



 
 

In pairs prepare a short sketch about one product. Tell the students that: we are on TV and we do the 

teleshopping. We show and try to sell a product. We want to show all its extraordinary qualities and 

advantages, it is incredibly cheap and if the spectators call immediately they can get one for free.  

This is obviously a satire so the students can exaggerate and have fun. They should point out all the 

extraordinary qualities of the product; say the price and what the spectators get if they call immediately.  

Follow up : Discussion: whether you agree or disagree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT 9 SPEND SPEND SPEND  

 FOCUS : everyday English: Arguing your case 

Aim: I can argue a point 

Warm up: ALTER EGO  

Aim: cooperation, giving suggestions, doubting, refusing 

Time: 6min 

Procedure: 

( two people are making voices for an inner dialogue but aloud ) 

Suggest a situation, setting 

“Let´s go to the cinema” 

 One makes a suggestion – plays the role of the positive and confident one; the second doubts it – play the role 

of the negative – not at all confident, giving an alternative suggestion, the other doubting it, refusing to 

concede. They never concede.  

Follow up: BOTH SIDES OF THE QUESTION 

Aim: assuming someone, justifying, writing 

Language: informal 

Time: 8min 

Procedure:  

Chose a confidential situation – a teenager is coming late, his parents are waiting for him, a student being told 

of by a head teacher... 

students form a circle. They must write down the initial accusatory and probably irate remark, for ex.:  Where 

have you been? 

When all the students have written some accusation, they pass the paper and read silently and react on the 

accusation they received by writing a remark.  

Pass the papers back so you have your original remark – continue with your first remark 

After a sufficient time – read the dialogues aloud. 

Follow up : act it out 

Warm up: WHAT DO YOU SAY IF 

Aim: improvisation, suggesting 

Time: 7min 

On the blackboard/whiteboard write: "What would you say if...." 

On pieces of paper/ cards write some funny, crazy, odd situations such as:...you went to the washroom and saw 
two teachers kissing, your father came home with blue hair, you just won 1 million pounds, you arrived at 
school only wearing your underwear, pyjamas, you have just spilt a coffee all over your classmate, your 
classmate has just spilt a coffee all over you, you have just got to know that you are immortal, you can travel in 



 
 

time, you owe 10 000 crowns to the public transport service, someone has stolen all your money and phone, 
etc.... 

Place the situations in a bag/hat then, start by pulling out one situation and calling on a student asking, "What 
would you say/do if...(then state the situation you pulled out of the bag/hat)" The student answers then pulls 
out a situation and asks another student the question: "What would you say/do if..." 

ROLE PLAY: ARGUING YOUR CASE 
Aim: pair work, arguing your case, persuading 
Time: 20min 

Procedure: students work in pairs and role play a dialogue adopting the roles according the role cards that the 
teacher distributes. 

SITUATION 1:A+B You are on 
holiday, it´s the evening and you 
arrive with your friend to a 
camping, but the guardian tells 
you it´s already full, you are tired 
and don´t have much money left. 
Just enough for the camping and 
the bus ticket home. Decide what 
to do, where to spend the night 
and what to do next.  

 

SITUATION 2 A: You want to spend 
the weekend with your friend at 
the cottage. You are tired from the 
whole week and you don´t fancy 
doing any sport. You want to 
spend the weekend playing table 
games and cooking and may be 
watching some good movies.  

SITUATION 2 B: You are at your 
friend´s cottage and you want to 
spend weekend together. You are 
looking forward to be in the forest, 
in the nature, and you love 
walking. You think that you will go 
for a day trip on a nearby hill and 
do exercise and relax actively. You 
don´t want to watch TV.  

 

SITUATION 3 A: you and your 
partner are going to make a party 
for your former classmates. You 
want some quiet place where 
everybody can sit and talk to each 
other peacefully. You suggest 
some short walking trip in the 
afternoon followed by dinner. 

SITUATION 3 B: you and your 
partner are going to make a party 
for your former classmates. You 
want to enjoy yourself as much as 
you can, dance, drink, and sing. 
You do not fancy talking to 
anybody so much as you are afraid 
there won´t be anything to talk 
about anyway.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

UNIT 10 INSPIRATION 

FOCUS: CULTURE: IS IT ART?  

Aim: discussion on visual and performing arts, participle clauses, determiners, evaluation 

an experience 

 

Warm up:  OFF THE CUFF 

Aim: warm up the body, improvisation, describing 

Language: participial clauses 

Time: 5min 

Students move freely around the class, mingling and moving in all directions and changing body positions 

quickly in a chaotic way. Teacher claps his/her hands and the students freeze. The teacher sets the setting – it 

can be a gallery, a museum, a school, photo shop, a street, a factory, opening of an exposition, etc. Each of 

the students must say what or who they represent in the setting. It can be any person or any detail that they 

imagine in the particular place. The sentences should contain a participial clause. You can illustrate the example 

on one sentence. 

Note: if the moving is too complicated you can just set the setting, tell the students to imagine the setting and 

ask them who or what they are. 

Teacher: We are in a national museum who or what you are?  

I am the doorkeeper, sleeping on his chair. 

I am a guide, talking about a famous sculpture of 15
th

 century. 

I am a visitor, secretly making photos. 

I am a child, crying that he´s hungry. 

I am a figure on a panting that needs restoration. 

...etc. When everybody has said something, students continue walking and moving  and another setting is set.  

ACTIVITY:  AT AN ART GALLERY  

Aim: group work, presentation, creating a character 

Time: 20min 

warm up: Find a partner and answer the questions from ex.7/p.96 first. 

- Do you like the works of art in the photos? Why? Why not? 

- In general, do you like modern art, or do you prefer traditional painting and sculpture? 

- Do you remember any modern work of art that you loved or hated? What was it? Describe it. 

- Can anything be a work of art if it´s in an art gallery? 

Procedure: Divide the class into groups five. In groups students decide who is going to be A B C D and E. All the 

students A are the artists and all Bs are the reporters, all Cs are the curators and all Ds and Es are visitors. The 

artists install some small objects on chairs (one chair per group) (it can be a book or a pen or a sock) the object 

becomes a piece of art which they are going talk about and present. Together they create a name for the 



 
 

installation and role play dialogues in the group. They can present the pieces and dialogues to the class in the 

end and vote for the best artist. 

When you finish, you can go and meet another group. Swop the roles, places. When the group meets around a 

piece of art on a chair, they decide on a new name for the piece and role play the interactions again. 

ROLE CARDS 

ARTIST: greet everyone and answer the reporter´s questions. Explain the meaning of the piece, your 

motivations, who or what inspired you, what materials did you use, how long have you been working on it. 

 

REPORTER: Greet the artist and say who you are and for which newspaper you work. Ask the artist if you could 

ask him some questions. Prepare and ask questions like: Can you tell us something about the work? What 

were motivations, who or what inspired you? What materials did you use? How long have you been working 

on it?  

 

CURATOR: welcome everyone to your gallery and explain what exhibition you are going to open. Introduce the 

artist and his work. Say how pleased you are to have such an artist in your gallery. Say why you think that the 

work is important for everybody and the future, what it reflects and how pleased you are that the visitors are 

interested.   

 

VISITORS: you visit a gallery and you make photos you talk about what you want to see and then what you like 

and dislike. You like the artist who is there and especially the piece of art a lot. Talk about the artistic qualities 

with your friend. You can ask the artist and the curator questions. 

 

 

VISITORS: you visit a gallery and you make photos you talk about what you want to see and then what you like 

and dislike. You have heard of the artist, but don´t like the piece of art at all. You discuss it with your friend. 

You can ask the artist and the curator questions  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

UNIT 10: INSPIRATION 
 
FOCUS: EVERYDAY ENGLISH EVALUATING AN EXPERIENCE 
Aims: I can describe and give my opinion of an event  
 

Warm up: GIVING AN IMAGINARY OBJECT  

Aim: cooperation, miming. 

Time: 5min 

Procedure: 

Students meet each other and they give each other imaginary objects.  

They are dispersed in the class, they walk, mingle, each time two people meet, they exchange imaginary 

objects. One students SHOWS the object by miming, showing how big and heavy it is, possible some what can 

we do with it, but the other must SAY what it actually is and express gratitude. They can engage in a short 

conversation. After they exchanged the presents they move on to another person. 

EX: one student gives to another something small in the hand and the other says oh what a beautiful couple of 

birds, I have always wanted such birds.  

 

Warm up: OBJECTS 

Aim: group work 

Language: describing, present simple 

Time: 10min 

Procedure:  

 Class is divided into 4groups.  

 Each group is supplied with an object and told to list as many imaginative uses for it as they can think 

of. It can be conceived as a competition, each group trying to outdo the others in the number, variety 

and originality of its suggestions. Possible small objects that can be easily brought to class – 

toothbrush, hat, umbrella, knife, pencil, cup, match, bottle, tweezers, scarf, coin, toilet roll, ruler. 

 

Follow up: STORY WITH AN OBJECT  

Aim: storytelling 

Language: such+adjective, be+ so+adjective, so+adverb 

Time: 5min 

1. Students can stay in the same groups or make 4 different groups.  

2. They are going to tell a story where their object plays the central part. They must make it as exciting as 

possible.  

3. Each person says only one sentence trying to use the words SUCH + adjective, BE + SO + adjective, SO 

+ adverb.  

4. While he/she speaks the others make exclamations such as wonderful, amazing, extraordinary, 

atrocious, awful, dreadful, to accompany the story.  

 

ACTIVITY: ALTER EGO 

Aim: describing an event 

Language: informal, past tense 

Time: 15min 

 Students are given a picture and the description of a performance they saw yesterday.  

 They make groups of 3.  



 
 

 One is asking questions and the others are sharing their impressions from yesterday´s experience. 

They don´t show their pictures, but they describe what they saw. They act as thou they saw the same 

show but they have obviously completely different impressions and opinions.  

 One liked it a lot and the other did not like it at all.  

 

ROLE CARDS: 

Ask your friends what they did yesterday, what was the performance like. Ask about music, the costumes, the 

story, the scenery, the dancing, the male lead and the female lead. 

Ask your friends what they did yesterday, what was the performance like. Ask about music, the costumes, the 

story, the scenery, the dancing, the male lead and the female lead. 

 

Ask your friends what they did yesterday, what was the performance like. Ask about music, the costumes, the 

story, the scenery, the dancing, the male lead and the female lead. 

 

Ask your friends what they did yesterday, what was the performance like. Ask about music, the costumes, the 

story, the scenery, the dancing, the male lead and the female lead. 

 

 

 

 

A: You went to see a performance yesterday 

but you did not like it at all. You expected 

some great show but it turned out to be 

absolutely tasteless. The performers didn´t 

seem professional dancers. The music was 

horrible and the story too simple. The worst 

of all was the female lead who was not even 

beautiful. 

 



 
 

 

B: You went to a modern ballet show yesterday and 

it was just amazing. The dancers were young and 

very professional, they danced with such elegance 

and you can tell it was really hard work. The story 

was really clever and they used quite simple nice 

scene. You liked the female lead who was dancing 

really well.  You also liked the modern minimalist 

music. 

 

 

B: You went to a classical ballet yesterday 

and you liked it a lot. The music was your 

favourite and the scene very decorative. The 

dancers were great and had beautiful 

costumes. You liked both principle dancers 

the male and the female. Great experience. 

 

 

A: You went to see a famous show, the 

favourite of your friend, but you did not like 

it at all. The music was boring and the scene 

was over decorated almost messy. The 

dancers were alright but nothing special, 

nobody who would excel. You can´t forget 

the costumes they were absolutely 

inappropriate. You don´t understand why 

your friend loves it so much. 

 



 
 

 

A: Your friend took you yesterday to his 

favourite show and you are absolutely 

shocked how awful it was. The music was 

rubbish, but that was probably caused by 

the bad sound. The costumes were boring 

and the actors performed as if they were 

bored but that doesn´t surprise you because 

they must perform 4 times a week. The story 

was a remake of a famous movie, which you 

know, but they left apart the most 

important part. You don´t understand why 

the tickets are so expensive and you think 

your friend really exaggerates. 

 

 

B: You went to see your favourite 

acrobatic show. You have seen it 4times 

already and you still find it extraordinary. 

The scene and the music is fabulous – you 

have got the soundtrack and the dancers 

and acrobats are just amazing, what they 

can do with their bodies is just 

unbelievable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


